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I. Introduction

Crazier Eights is a card game that is a lot like Crazy 
Eights, except every card can be used for a special 
effect. Players take turns drawing a card, playing a card 
for an effect, and discarding a card. The first player with 
no cards in hand wins.

One deck of fifty two Crazier Eights cards is enough for 
a two to four player game, and two decks of cards can 
be shuffled together for up to eight players. Two player 
games usually last between ten and thirty minutes. 
Recommended for ages ten and up.

Rules summary

Randomly determine who goes first, shuffle the deck, 
all players draw seven cards, and put the top card of the 
deck into the discard pile. (The remaining cards in the 
deck become the draw pile.)

Players take turns, going clockwise. During a player's 
turn, that player draws a card. Then that player may 
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discard one card and may play one card for an effect (as 
either an event or asset). Cards may be played for an 
effect before or after discarding. 

A card can only be discarded if it has the same color or 
rank as the top card of the discard pile unless it is an 
eight, which can always be discarded. If a player 
discards an eight, that player names a color and the next 
card discarded must be that color (or another eight). 

Cards played as events have the stated effect and go on 
the bottom of the discard pile. Cards played as assets are 
put into play on the table, are controlled by the player 
who played them, and do whatever is stated on them 
while they are in play on the table.

The first player to have no cards in hand wins the game.

Those are the main rules, but there are two other details 
worth considering:

1. If the draw pile runs out of cards and a player needs 
to draw a card, first shuffle the cards in the discard pile 
together other than the top card. That is now the new 
draw pile.
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2. If a group of players want to play multiple games and 
want to be able to determine how well each player did, 
they can use points. (For example, three games can be 
played.) After a game, each player gets one point for 
each card she has in hand. The winner gets zero points. 
Points are cumulative, so all the points attained from the 
games are added together. Players are ranked based on 
how many points they have, and those with the fewest 
points do the best. (The player with the fewest points 
after all the games would get first place.) Also, whoever 
has the most points plays first after each game rather 
than randomly determining who goes first.
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II. About the Cards

Card layout

Each card has information about the card name, rank, 
suit, text, card type, illustrator, and copyright, which is 
always located in the same places as is indicated on this 
diagram:

Note that the eights have a darker card frame to help 
people know when they have a wild card.

Every card has a rank and suit. The rank is the number 
or letter on the top left-hand side of the card: A (ace), 2, 
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3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J (jack), Q (queen), or K (king). 
The suit is the symbol shown on the top right-hand side 
of the card and represents the card's color: 

Some promo cards are multicolored. The regular rules 
apply to multicolored cards. If a card has more than one 
color, you can discard it whenever the 
top card has one of its colors. Whenever 
a multicolored card is the top card of the 
discard pile, the next card that is 
discarded must have one of those colors.

Note that up to four promo cards can be 
added to any Crazier Eights deck before 
you start playing the game.
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Card front and back

Each card has the same back, but the card fronts are 
unique and tell you what each card is and what it does.

Cards that are face-down have only the back showing 
(such as cards in the draw pile), and cards that are face-
up have the front showing (such as cards in the discard 
pile and cards that are in play on the table).

If you look at or search cards from the draw pile, then 
you pick the cards up and look at the front of the cards 
to see what they are and what they do. If you reveal 
cards from the draw pile, then you turn them face-up.
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III. Comprehensive rules

(1) Starting the game

1. Randomly determine who goes first. For example, 
each player can roll a die, and whoever rolls the 
highest number goes first. 

2. Shuffle the deck of cards.
3. The deck remains face-down and becomes the 

draw pile. Cards that are face-down have the back 
side of the card face up, and the front side can't 
ordinarily be seen by players.

4. Each player draws seven cards (puts cards from 
the top of the draw pile into her hand). Each 
player may look at cards that are in her hand.

5. Put the top card of the draw pile on top of the 
discard pile. All cards in the discard pile are face 
up (have the front side showing), and players can 
look at the front side of cards that are face up to 
know what they do.
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(2) How to win

The first player that has no cards in hand wins the game. 

There are ways players can lose the game. If a player 
loses the game, that player no longer plays the game, 
and she puts cards from her hand and cards she controls 
on the bottom of the discard pile. Moreover, if there is 
ever a time when only one player is left in the game, he 
or she wins the game.

Additionally, there are cards with alternate win 
conditions. For example, an asset could say, “If a player 
controls four or more cards at the beginning of his or 
her turn, he or she wins the game.” A player would have 
to have three other cards in play on the table in order to 
win in that way. 
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(3) Drawing cards

If a player draws cards, that player puts that many cards 
from the top of the draw pile into her hand. She may 
look at those cards, but other players can't look at them.

If the draw pile has no cards in it and a player needs to 
draw a card, first shuffle the cards from the discard pile 
together other than the top one, and those cards become 
the new draw pile.

If a player has to draw a card, but there are no cards in 
the draw pile and only one card is in the discard pile, 
then drawing a card is impossible. Additionally, if a 
player has to draw a card, but it is impossible to draw a 
card, then the game is over. The player with the fewest 
cards in hand wins.

Also, if multiple players draw cards from an event or 
asset card, then players draw cards based on turn order, 
and whoever is currently taking a turn draws cards first.
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(4) Zones

The game has the following four zones (areas):

1. Draw pile – The deck is used as the draw pile, 
which is a pile of face-down cards. Drawing a card 
requires a player to take the top card from the 
draw pile and put it into her hand.

2. Discard pile – A pile of face-up cards. Whenever 
a player discards a card, put it on the top of the 
discard pile.

3. Hand – Cards that have been drawn, but haven't 
yet been discarded or played are in a player's 
hand.

4. In play – Each player has a separate area on the 
table (play area) to put cards that are put into play 
on the table. These cards are face up in front of the 
player who controls them.
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(5) Table layout

The draw pile, discard pile, and in play zones can be 
visualized using the following visual representation:

Keep in mind that cards in hand are actually held by 
each player.
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(6) Taking turns

Each player takes turns, going clockwise. During a 
players turn, that player may play up to one card (as an 
event or asset) and discard up to one card in any order. 
A player can discard a card, then play a card; or she can 
play a card, then discard a card. 

Only certain cards may be discarded (eights, or cards of 
the same color or rank as the top card of the discard 
pile). 

More information about playing and discarding cards is 
provided in other sections of the rules.
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(7) Turn order

Each turn can be divided into a series of moments:

1. Beginning phase – Some assets do something at 
the beginning of a turn. Cards with beginning of 
turn abilities occur simultaneously and take effect 
before the draw phase.

2. Draw phase – The player who is taking a turn 
draws a card.

3. Main phase – The moment a player plays up to 
one card, and discards up to one card. (In any 
order.)

4. End phase – Some assets do something at the end 
of the turn. These abilities technically take effect 
after your turn, but before the next player's turn.
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(8) Discarding cards 

A player can only discard a card from her hand during 
her turn if it's the same color or the same rank as the top 
card of the discard pile unless it is an eight. The last 
card that is discarded becomes the new top card of the 
discard pile. Also note that cards that are discarded tend 
to have no effect on the game.

Additionally, eights are wild—an eight can be discarded 
no matter what the top card of the discard pile is, and a 
player who discards an eight chooses a color. The next 
card discarded has to be that color or an eight for as 
long as the eight remains the top card of the discard pile. 

Sometimes additional cards can be discarded during a player's 
turn. Every card must be discarded one at a time, and they 
must still have the correct rank or color, as usual. Keep in 
mind that players have one regular discard in addition to any 
additional cards. For example, a player who can discard two 
additional cards can discard three cards that turn.

If an eight becomes the top card of the discard pile, but 
it wasn't recently discarded by a player, then the next 
card discarded has to be the same color as the eight or 
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another eight (as usual). For example, the first card put 
into the discard pile before the game begins could be an 
eight. 

It is possible for the top card of the discard pile to 
change from various card abilities, and the next card 
discarded will have to be based on the current card that 
is on top of the discard pile. For example, Restoration, 
says “Put an asset card from the discard pile into play 
on the table under you control.” It could put the top card 
of the discard pile into play on the table.

If an event causes the only card in the discard pile to be 
removed, then the event will become the top card of the 
discard pile. For example, you could play Restoration 
on the only card that is in the discard pile to put the card 
into play on the table, and Restoration would then 
become the top (and only) card in the discard pile.
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(9) Playing cards 

Every card is either an asset card or an event card, and 
it's stated on the lower part of the card which card type 
it has. Cards can be played regardless of color or rank. 

An asset card that is played is put into play face up on 
the table in front of the player who played it, and it is 
controlled by the player who played it. Asset cards do 
whatever is stated on them while they are in play on the 
table. They continue to have an effect on the game for 
as long as they are in play on the table. 

Event cards that are played have a temporary effect on 
the game, then are put on the bottom of the discard pile. 
If you play an event card, it becomes revealed before it 
has an effect.

Both asset and event cards are written as to be read by 
the player who plays or controls them. For example, if 
an event states “A player of your choice draws three 
cards,” then the person who played the event chooses 
which player draws three cards. 
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(10) More Clarifications For 
assets

Conditional abilities

Sometimes a card that is in play on the table makes 
something temporary happen because of a condition 
being met. These are conditional abilities.  For example, 
Angel of Hope's ability states “At the beginning of your 
turn, a player of your choice draws a card.” The 
condition that makes that effect occur is that you start a 
new turn. 

Whoever controls a card when the condition is met 
makes any decisions needed as soon as the conditional 
ability takes effect. (A player controls cards that she has 
in play on the table.) For example, if you control Angel 
of Hope at the beginning of your turn, then you decide 
who draws the card.

It is possible for two cards that are in play on the table 
to both occur from the same condition being met, and 
one of them could give a player control of the other card 
before the other card's conditional ability takes effect. 
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When that happens, whoever controlled the card when 
the conditional ability occurred makes any relevant 
decisions for when it takes effect. The player who 
gained control of the card would not get to make 
decisions for the conditional ability.

When a conditional ability occurs, it will take effect no 
matter what else happens. For example, you could 
control a Devious Dragon and an Angel of Hope at the 
beginning of your turn, so both of those cards will occur 
from the same condition being met. The Devious 
Dragon could take effect first and destroy your Angel of 
Hope. Even so, the Angel of Hope will still cause a 
player to draw a card after it is destroyed.

All cards that occur from the same condition being met 
have to be in play on the table at the same time in order 
to occur from that condition. If a conditional ability 
causes you to get a card into play on the table, then the 
new card can't occur from the same condition being 
met. For example, you can't use Angel of Hope's 
conditional ability right away, even if a card causes you 
to put Angel of Hope into play on the table at the 
beginning of your turn. (It has to already be in play on 
the table for it to occur from starting a new turn.)
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Simultaneous conditional abilities

Whenever a condition makes two or more conditional 
abilities occur, the first conditional abilities that take 
effect are ones from cards controlled by whoever is 
currently taking a turn, then conditional abilities take 
effect based on turn order (going clockwise). The first 
conditional abilities that take effect are those who are 
controlled by whoever is currently taking a turn, then 
whoever would take the next turn, etc.

If a single player controls two or more cards with 
conditional abilities that both occur from the same 
condition being met, then whoever is currently taking a 
turn decides what order they take effect in.

Beginning of turn conditions

If a card does something at the beginning of your turn, it 
has to be in play on the table at the beginning of your 
turn before it can do anything and can't be used on the 
turn you play it. For example, Devious Dragon says, “At 
the beginning of your turn, destroy a card that is in play 
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on the table of your choice.” You can't destroy a card 
with Devious Dragon the turn that the dragon is put into 
play on the table. It only occurs when it is in play on the 
table at the start of your turn (before you draw a card).

Alternate win conditions

All of the alternate win conditions are conditional 
abilities. These cards also require a more complex 
condition to occur. For example, Thin Ice says, 
“Whenever a player controls four or more cards at the 
end of his or her turn, that player loses the game.” Thin 
Ice does not occur at the end of your turn unless you 
control four or more cards at the end of your turn.

More conditional ability clarifications

It is possible for a conditional ability to give you control 
of a card at the end of your turn, but by then the end of 
turn abilities would have already occurred, so you 
would not lose the game from Thin Ice by attaining 
control of a fourth asset at that point.

It is possible for a conditional ability to destroy a card 
you control at the end of your turn at the same time that 
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Thin Ice occurs (because you could control four cards at 
that point in time). When that happens, Thin Ice will 
occur and take effect. (Nothing can stop a card from 
taking effect after it occurs.)

Substitution abilities

Some assets change what effect other cards have. Some 
assets change what effect other cards have. These cards 
have abilities that start with the word “if.” For example, 
Castle says, “If an opponent would cause you to draw 
one or more cards, the opponent causes you to draw one 
fewer cards.” For example, whenever an opponent's 
asset would cause you to draw a card and you control 
Castle, Castle prevents you from drawing the card. Also, 
cards with the same substitution effect are even more 
effective in multiples. For example, if you control two 
Castles, then opponents cause you to draw two fewer 
cards.

Destroyed cards

Sometimes a card will destroy another card. For 
example, Death says, “Destroy a card that is in play on 
the table of your choice.” Destroyed cards are put on the 
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bottom of the discard pile. If two or more cards are 
destroyed at the same time, whoever is currently taking 
a turn decides what order they are in when they are put 
on the bottom of the discard pile. If no one is currently 
taking a turn, then whoever had a turn last decides what 
order the destroyed cards will be in when put on the 
bottom of the discard pile.
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(11) Multiplayer

One deck of fifty two cards can support a four player 
game, and two decks is enough for up to eight players. 
A “free for all” multiplayer game has the same rules as a 
two player game. In such a game, each player tries to 
win on her own and all players are opponents.

However, players can also use teams (with two or three 
people on each team). When playing in teams, the entire 
team wins or loses together. Any player who wins on a 
team causes the whole team to win the game. Any 
player who loses the game on a team causes the whole 
team to lose.
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(12) Eight More Clarifications

1. Naming colors – Named colors must be one of 
the four colors used in the game (blue, green, 
orange, or purple.) For example, you can't name 
pink when you discard an eight.

2. Discarding cards – When a card is discarded, 
put it on top of the discard pile, face up. Note that 
cards that are discarded ordinarily have no effect 
on the game.

3. Discarding additional cards – Additional cards 
can be discarded before or after playing a card for 
an effect. They are discarded one card at a time, 
and they must have the correct color or rank, as 
usual. Keep in mind that being able to discard 
two additional cards means you can discard those 
in additional to your regular discard, which is 
three cards in total.

4. Playing a card for an effect – A player can play 
any one card for an effect during her turn 
regardless of the card's rank or color. If a card is 
played as an effect, then you look at the card type 
to see if it is played as an asset or an event.

5. Revealing and looking at cards – If a player 
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would reveal or look at the top so many cards of 
the draw pile, but that many cards aren't even in 
the draw pile, first shuffle all the cards other than 
the top card of the discard pile together, and put 
them on the bottom of the draw pile. For 
example, Elven Princess's ability requires there to 
be a card in the draw pile.

6. May or must – If a card or ability says to do 
something, then you have to do it unless it says 
you may do it. For example, Devious Dragon 
says, “At the beginning of your turn, destroy a 
card that is in play on the table.” If a Devious 
Dragon you control is the only card in play on the 
table at the beginning of your turn, then it 
destroys itself.

7. Choosing cards – If an event requires you to 
choose a card, then you can only play it if there is 
a card you can choose. For example, Death says, 
“Destroy a card that is in play on the table of your 
choice,” so you can't play Death unless there is a 
card in play on the table.

8. Trade – Whoever plays Trade decides what cards 
to exchange from each player's hand.
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IV. FAQ

1. What happens if an eight is put into the discard 
pile when the game begins?

The eight has a color. It is not treated as a wild card 
unless a player discards it.

2. Do cards you discard do anything?

Not unless they are an eight. The card effect doesn’t do 
anything when you discard a card. Even so, whenever 
you discard an eight, you name a color. The next card 
discarded has to have that color (or be another eight).

3. Can you play any card you want for an effect?

Ordinarily, yes. Ordinarily you may play any one card 
from your hand (as an event or asset) regardless of rank 
or suit. 

However, there are sometimes restrictions concerning 
cards you play for an effect. For example, Death says 
you destroy a card that is in play on the table of your 
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choice, so you can’t play it unless there is a card in play 
on the table that you can choose.

4. How do asset cards work?

If you play an asset card, you put it into play on the 
table in front of you. It does whatever is written on it as 
long as it is in play on the table. You control that card. It 
stays in the game and has a continuous effect on the 
game. For example, Castle says, “If an opponent would 
cause you to draw cards, the opponent causes you to 
draw one fewer cards.” Your Castle protects you from 
opponents no matter how many times opponents try to 
cause you to draw cards.

5. What does it mean to be in play on the table?

Cards that are in an area on the table in front of each 
player, which is separate from the draw pile, discard 
pile, and each player’s hand. These are the cards each 
player controls — the characters and castles that a 
player has at his or her disposal. They could also be said 
to be in the “in play zone.”

Asset cards are put into play on the table whenever they 
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are played for the effect. They do whatever is printed in 
the text box as long as they are in play on the table.

6. Can you win the game when you have a card that 
is in play on the table?

Yes. Winning the game ordinarily requires that you get 
zero cards in your hand. Cards that are in play on the 
table are not in your hand.

7. Can you use things that happen at the beginning 
of the turn right away?

No. The beginning of the turn only happens when you 
start a new turn (before you draw a card).

8. Can you use an asset card right away?

You can use an asset card that is in play on the table 
right away as long as it can be interpreted that way. For 
example, Stream of Life says each player may discard 
an additional card during his or her turn. You can 
discard an additional card the turn you play Stream.

However, some assets have conditional abilities that 
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only occur given a certain condition.

9. If you may discard additional cards, then how do 
you determine how many cards you may discard?

Add one to all the additional cards you may discard. For 
example, Potion of Vitality says you may discard two 
additional cards, so if you play Potion of Vitality, you 
may discard three cards — one plus two.

Also, Stream of Life says all players may discard an 
additional card. If one Stream of Life is in play on the 
table, then each player may discard two cards total. So, 
two Stream of Life cards that are in play on the table 
means that each player may discard three cards total 
during his or her turn.

You usually have the option to discard up to one card 
during your turn, and that card has to be an eight (wild), 
the same color as the top card of the discard pile, or the 
same rank as the top card of the discard pile. However, 
cards like Stream of Life and Potion of Vitality give you 
the option to discard additional cards. Every time you 
discard cards, it must have the same rank or suit as the 
top card of the discard pile (or be an eight). You can’t 
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discard additional cards unless they have the right rank 
or suit (or be an eight).

10. Can you discard more than one card at the same 
time?

No. They are discarded one at a time. Each card 
discarded becomes the top card of the discard pile, so 
the next card discarded will have to have that card’s 
rank or suit (or be an eight).
However, a player may lay down multiple cards as they 
discard them as long as they could all be discarded one 
at a time. (It is just a way to try to save time.)

11. What happens if you forget to do something?

It usually makes no difference. When it makes no 
difference, your opponents should let you fix the 
mistake. For example, if you forget to draw a card, you 
should be allowed to draw a card as soon as you 
remember.

If it does make a difference, your opponents should still 
consider letting you fix the mistake (or they could 
decide to make you fix the mistake). For example, if 
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you discard an eight and forget to name a color, your 
opponents could let you name a color at that point.

If your opponents don’t let you fix the mistake, then it is 
too late and you just keep playing the game without 
fixing the mistake.

12. Do you choose which cards to trade?

Yes. If you play Trade as an event, you exchange one 
card from your hand with one card from an opponent’s 
hand. You decide which cards to exchange.

13. How do multicolor cards work?

They have whatever colors the suits show on them 
(yellow if it has a sun, green if it has an ankh, red if it 
has a moon, and blue if it has an eye. They can be 
discarded as long as they share a color with the top card 
of the discard pile. If a multicolor card is on top of the 
discard pile, then the next card discarded must share a 
color with the multicolor card.

For example, if the top card of the discard pile is red 
and you have a green-red multicolor card in your hand, 
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then you can discard the multicolor card. If the top card 
of the discard pile is green-red, then the next card 
discarded could be green or red.

It is possible to start the game with a multicolor card in 
the discard pile.

14. Can you look at the cards in the discard pile?

Yes. You can look at cards that are face-up, and cards in 
the discard pile are face-up.

15. Can you ask how many cards are in each 
opponent’s hand?

Yes. You can see the back of each card in an opponent’s 
hand, which means you should be able to know how 
many cards each opponent has in hand.
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V. Glossary

Crazier Eights uses terminology that should be 
understood in a certain way. This section defines the 
terminology that is used.

ally – A player who is part of your team. If you or an 
allied player wins, then you both win. If either of you 
loses the game, you both lose the game.

asset card – A card that is put into play on the table 
when it is played. It does whatever is stated on it while 
it is in play.

card back – The back of the cards are all the same and 
no information about the card is provided on the back of 
the card.

color – There are four different colors of cards: yellow, 
red, blue, and green. Each color of card also has a 
different suit shown on the upper right-hand side of the 
card.

control – A card that is in play on the table is controlled 
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by the player who played it unless another player gains 
control of it. Whoever controls a card does whatever is 
stated on it, but some cards have the same effect on all 
players.

deck – All the event and asset cards you want to use 
while playing the game—a stockpile of cards. The rules 
cards are not put into the deck. The regular versions of 
Crazier Eights has fifty two unique cards in the deck 
(with four colors and thirteen different card ranks eich). 
Two of each card can be used in a single deck, which 
would be enough cards for up to six people to play the 
game.

destroy – Cards that are in play on the table can be 
destroyed. Cards that are destroyed are put on the 
bottom of the discard pile.

discarding cards – If you discard a card, put it on top 
of the discard pile face up. You can only discard a card 
if it is an eight, has the same color as the top card of the 
discard pile, or has the same rank as the top card of the 
discard pile.

discard pile – The area that discarded cards are put. If 
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you discard a card, it becomes the top card of the 
discard pile. Cards that are destroyed and events that are 
played are put on the bottom of the discard pile.

draw cards – If you draw a card, take a card from the 
top of the draw pile (the deck), and put it into your 
hand. 

draw pile – After the game begins, the deck becomes 
the draw pile. This is the pile of cards you use when 
drawing cards.

event card – Cards that have a temporary effect on the 
game. If you play an event card, you reveal it and the 
card has the stated effect on the game before being put 
on the bottom of the discard pile.

exchange – To switch who has cards. If you switch 
control of one card you control for one card controlled 
by an opponent, then you gain control of the other 
player's card that is in play on the table and that player 
gains control of a card you control that is in play on the 
table. If you exchange cards in hand, then you put the 
other player's card into your hand, and the other player 
puts your card into his or her hand.
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face up – Cards with the front side showing. Players 
can look at cards that are face up to see what they do. 
Cards that are in play on the table or in the discard pile 
are face up.

face down – Cards with the back side showing. Players 
can't see what face down cards do because the back side 
of cards don't tell you what the card does. Cards that are 
in the draw pile are face down.

front – The front of the cards tell you what the cards are 
and what they do. The front side is the side that has 
unique information.

gain control – To become the controller of a card. Only 
one player can control a card that is in play on the table. 
If you gain control of a card controlled by another 
player, then that other player no longer controls the card 
and you control the card instead. If you gain control of a 
card, you move the card onto your area of the table in 
front of you.

game – What you are doing when you are playing 
Crazier Eights. The game is over after a winner is 
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declared.

in hand – The place to put cards that are drawn. The 
cards that you draw are put into your hand. You can 
look at the front side of cards that are in your hand to 
know what they are, and you can keep the front of the 
cards hidden from other players, so they don't know 
what cards are in your hand.

in play – An area in front of each player on the table. 
Asset cards are put into play on the table in front of you 
when you play them. You control the cards that you play 
in this way and asset cards do whatever is stated on 
them while they are in play. Cards in the draw pile, in 
the discard pile, and in a player's hand are not in play.

look at – If you can look at a card, you can see the front 
of the card to know what it does. If you can look at the 
front side of a card that is face-down, then no other 
players can look at the front of the card to see what it 
does.

lose abilities – Cards that lose abilities no longer have 
any effect on the game. Cards that are in play on the 
table that lose abilities stay on the table, but they don't 
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do anything.

lose the game – When a player loses the game, that 
player no longer plays the game and cards that player 
controls and has in hand are shuffled into the draw pile. 
If all players lose the game except one player, the last 
player left is the winner. If two or more players lose the 
game at the same time and they were the only players 
who were still playing the game, those players tie and 
there is no winner.

match – A group of games. Players can play multiple 
games, and the first player who wins a certain number 
of games wins the match. (Usually the first player to 
win two out of three games wins the match.) Sometimes 
there is a time limit and whoever won the most games 
before a certain number of minutes is the winner. If both 
players won the same number of games at that point, 
then the match would be a tie.

on the table – See “in play.”

opponent – A player who is competing against you 
while playing the game. A players who is allied with 
you is not your opponent.
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play a card – To use a card from hand for an effect or to 
be put into play on the table. Asset cards that are played 
are put into play on the table, and event cards that are 
played have an effect immediately and are then put on 
the bottom of the discard pile. You can play a card from 
your hand regardless of color or rank.

player – A person who is playing the game.

rank – The number or letter found on the upper right-
hand side of each card. There are thirteen ranks: A (ace), 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J (jack), Q (queen), and K 
(king).

reveal – If a card is revealed, it is turned face up. 
Players can then look at the front of the card to know 
what it does.

suit – The symbol found on the upper right-hand side of 
the card. Each of the four colors has a different suit: 
yellow (sun), red (moon), blue (eye), and ankh (green).

tie – When more than one player lose the game at the 
same time and no other players were playing the game 
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at that time, then all the players who lost at the same 
time tie as the game's highest ranked players. When two 
or more players win an equal number of games in a 
match (and no other player won more games in the 
match), then the match is tied.

win – The winner of the game defeated all her 
opponents. The game is over once a winner is declared. 
To win is considered to be a good thing. The winner did 
better than the other players. The winner of a match is 
the person who won the most games in the match.
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